Abstract-In this study, we will present the novel application of Type-2 (T2) fuzzy logic to the popular video game called Lunar Lander. The proposed T2 fuzzy moon landing system structure is composed of the error signal generator and the T2 fuzzy logic control structure which give the opportunity to transform the moon landing problem of the spaceship as a multivariable tracking control problem. The landing problem of the game can be seen as one of the classical multivariable control problems including uncertainties due to the randomization process occurring the game environment. Thus, we will employ T2 fuzzy logic controllers since they are capable of handling a high level of uncertainties. Then, by optimizing the T2 fuzzy moon landing system via the particle swarm optimization, we will show that the resulting T2 fuzzy moon landing system resulted with an adequate control and game performance in the presence of the uncertainties, disturbances and nonlinear system dynamics in comparison with its type-1 and conventional counterparts. We believe that the results of this paper will be an important step for a wider deployment of T2 fuzzy logic in the research area of computer games.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computational Intelligence methods have been employed to computer games since they provide dynamic and challenging elements that are similar to real-world problems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Consequently, computational intelligence methods have been used to games such as Counter-Strike [2] , Flappy Bird [3] , Pacman [4] , StarCraft [5] , Super Mario [6] and Lunar Lander [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Lunar Lander is one of most cloned game [12] in the game industry. The main goal of the game is to pilot a lunar landing module to a smooth touchdown on the moon surface while trying to keep away from the obstacle on the surface. The game has formed several kinds of researches such as route planning and path following problems as well as learning algorithm comparison on these [7] [8] [9] , language design for game characteristic learning and planning according to several dynamic Computational Intelligence tasks on them [10, 11] .
In the last ten years, one of the most popular research areas of Computational Intelligence is Type-2 (T2) Fuzzy Logic [13] . T2 Fuzzy Logic is an extension and generalization of its Type-1 (T1) counterpart. T2 Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLCs) have been successfully employed in various real-world engineering problems such [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . That lies because T2-FLCs using T2 Fuzzy Sets (FSs) are more capable of handling the high levels of uncertainties and nonlinear dynamics associated with real world control applications than its T1 and conventional counterparts [13] [14] . The benefits of T2-FLCs are demonstrated in applications such as mobile robots [15, 20] , flight systems [16] , Computing with Words [17] , decision making [18] and quite recently in its deployment to the game named Flappy Bird [3] .
In this study, we will represent the novel application of the Interval T2 (IT2) FLCs to solve the moon landing problem in the computer game Lunar Lander. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first deployment of the widely used type-2 fuzzy control structure to the lunar lander game. We will present a novel type-2 fuzzy moon landing control system which is composed of two key blocks, namely the error signal generator and the IT2-FLC structure. The error signal generator is the key block which gives the chance to transform the moon landing problem of the spaceship as a multivariable control problem. In this fuzzy control system, we will design two input IT2-FLCs to have adequate control and game performance in the presence of the uncertainties, disturbances and nonlinear system dynamics. In this paper, firstly detailed information about the components of the proposed T2 fuzzy moon landing system is provided. Then, we will present the employed optimization based design approach of the IT2-FLC structure. We will examine the performance of the proposed T2 fuzzy moon landing structure, in comparison with its type-1 and conventional counterparts, by providing comparative results performed in the real game environment as well as simulation studies. The results will show that proposed T2 fuzzy moon landing system, in comparison with its conventional and type-1 counterparts, with a satisfying game and control performance in the presence of nonlinearities and high level of uncertainties.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides information about the game space of lunar lander. Section III presents the proposed T2 fuzzy moon landing system. The comparative experimental results with designed controllers with their design methodology are given in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions and future works are summarized in Chapter V.
II. THE GAME SPACE OF LUNAR LANDER
The game logic of the Lunar Lander game is to control the engine of the spaceship in the x-y coordinate system such that to land on the dock softly. The player can arrange the spaceship's angular rotation by pressing the right or left arrow keys on a cumulative basis. The player can also produce thrust against the gravity by pushing the spacebar key. The direction of the force obviously depends on the spaceship's angular position. In this study, we will use the Matlab clone of the Lunar Lander that can be found at [21] . According to this clone, the game parameters shown in Fig.1 are defined as follows:
 World height ( ) is the distance between the ceiling and the ground of the screen is fixed to a value of 20 units.  World length ( ) is the distance between the left and the right bounds of the screen is fixed value of 40 units.  The terrain is defined and generated with randomly generated sinus functions. In Fig.1 , light gray basements define the basic terrain, which is also obstacles to be avoided by the player. On the other hand, the dark gray ones only provide a realistic game environment, thus are not obstacles.  Position of the Dock ( , ) is the target position landing defined in x-y coordinates. The x-axis position of the dock is randomly generated while its y-axis position is assigned with respect to the terrain level which is randomly generated.
 Position of the Spaceship ( , ) is defined in x-y coordinates. In the beginning of the game, the x-axis position of the spaceship is randomly assigned in the range of the world length while its y-axis position is set to a 20 units.  Speed of the Spaceship ( , ) defines the linear speed of spaceship in x-y the coordinate system.  Gravitational constant ( ) is the acceleration constant of the spaceship in the y axis direction and has a default value assigned as 0.4 units per frame.  The angular position of the Spaceship ( ) is the angle between the spaceship's direction and y-axis. The angle can be controlled with right and left arrow keys by player.  Thrust power ( ) defines the thrust force to be employed to the spaceship engine and is controlled by the player.
 Fuel (∫ ) defines the maximum total thrust power that can be consumed by player.
In this Matlab clone [21] , the game ends when  The spaceships touches/ hits the terrain with failure  The spaceship consumes more than 200-unit fuel before a successful landing with failure  The Euclidean distance between the spaceship and the dock is less than 2 units with successful landing Moreover, we have added the following conditions for a successful landing to make the game more realistic: 
III. THE TYPE-2 FUZZY MOON LANDING SYSTEM
In this section, we will convert the defined game space of the lunar lander game into a T2 fuzzy control problem. In this problem, we will handle the spaceship as the system to be controlled, the position of the dock as the desired reference signal. The gravity randomly generated terrain, and initial spaceship position will have defined as the disturbances and uncertainties in the control loop. The proposed T2 fuzzy moon landing scheme, shown in Fig.2a , will generate the required angle ( ) and thrust ( ) signals such that the position of the space ship ( , ) converges successfully to the position of dock ( , ) in the presence of nonlinear system dynamics, noise and disturbances. Note that, we have also designed an inner loop proportional controller to speed up the response time of angle of the spaceship ( ). In all experiments, we have set and fixed this controller gain as = 1.648. The proposed T2 fuzzy control system is composed of three main parts that are the error signal generator, the IT2-FLCs, and the system dynamics of the spaceship.
A. The System Dynamics of the Game
The dynamics of the spaceship are based on the classical motion equations. Thus, the acceleration ( ) of the spaceship at k th frame in x-y coordinate system can be defined as:
where is sampling time of the game which has fixed value of 0.1. Correspondingly, the velocity ( ) equations of the both axis can be derived as:
accordingly the position of spaceship ( , ) equations can also derive:
B. The Error Signal Generator for the T2 Fuzzy System
Here, the error signal generator is described which transforms the landing of the spaceship into a control problem. As it has been asserted in Section II, the spaceship is controlled in defined in the x-y coordinate system. Thus, for landing on the dock, the error signals to be minimized by T2 fuzzy moon landing scheme are generated as follows:
Note that, the values and are fixed to the randomly generated values at the beginning of the game as defined at Section II until the game ends.
C. The Structure of the IT2-FLCs
As it has been asserted in Section II, the player has to control the thrust and angle of the spaceship for a successful landing. In this context, we will design two IT2-FLCs to control the thrust power and angular position of the spaceship to provide a successful landing as illustrated at Fig.2a .
In this study, we will employ the two input IT2-FLC structure presented in Fig.2b . The IT2-FLCs are constructed by choosing the inputs to be as error and Δ as change of error and the output as the control signal ( ) where = Δ ( ), Δ = ( ) and = ( ) for = 1; moreover = Δ ( ) and Δ = ( ) and = ( ) for = 2. Each input of the IT2-FLC is normalized with two input Scaling Factors (SFs) ( , ) and the output is denormalized the SF . In this study, the SF is defined as = 1⁄ where is the maximum error value at the beginning of the game. The IT2-FLCs use and employs the 3 3 rule base presented in Table I . The rule ( ) structure is defined as follow:
where is the crisp consequent Membership Functions (MFs) ( = 1, … , = 9) is defined five linguistic terms Negative Big ( ), Negative ( ), Zero ( ), Positive ( ) and Positive Big ( ) that represent −1, −0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, respectively. The antecedent part of the rule is defined with IT2-FSs (̃1 ,̃2 ; = 1, 2, 3) which are defined with three linguistic terms Negative ( ), Zero ( ), Positive ( ). The IT2-FSs can be described with upper MFs (̃1 and ̃2 ) and lower MFs (̃1 and ̃2 ) which provides extra degree of freedom that is also known as Footprint of Uncertainty (FOU). As shown in Fig.2c , the FOU of IT2-FSs is generated with heights of the lower MFs ( ) which is the only design parameter to be tuned. The implemented the IT2-FLC uses the center of sets type reduction method [20] . 
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE T2 FUZZY MOON LANDING SYSTEMS
Here, the design of the proposed T2 fuzzy moon landing system is presented, and performance is investigated. Firstly, we will present two control system analyses to compare the control performance of the T2 fuzzy moon landing system in comparison with its Type-1 and conventional counterparts. Then, we will present experimental results that are performed in the game environment to examine its game performance. The presented results are carried out on a personal computer with an Intel Core i7 CPU -2.60 GHz, running Windows 10 64-bit and Matlab R2015b. The IT2-FLCs have been implemented by using the Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Toolbox [22] .
A. Control System Performance Evaluation
In this subsection, we will present and examine the performance of the T2 fuzzy moon landing system in the framework of control theory. The proposed IT2-FLC structure will be compared with a Type-1 Fuzzy Logic Controller (T1-FLC) structure and a conventional PD controller structure. The T1-FLC structure will use and employ the identical rule base of the IT2-FLC one with the only difference that its antecedent part will be defined with triangular type-1 fuzzy sets [19] .
As it has been mentioned in Section II, the Lunar Lander is a limited type game depending on game ending condition and also includes random parameter initializations for each trial. Therefore, the parameter tuning phase of the controllers should be accomplished with several trials in the game space to design controllers that are robust for randomly generated game environments. Therefore; we will define 4 training sets, as tabulated in Table III , and tune the controllers respectively. Note that, the starting position of the spaceship is set and fixed during this phase to the value (16, 20) . Moreover, the terrain characteristics have also been set and fixed in the training phase to make a fair comparison between the controllers. All three controller structures were optimized with the particle swarm optimization such that to minimize the following objective function:
where represents the total number of samples, ‖. ‖ is norm operator, the ( ) is defined as
moreover, is the penalty for a crash defined as:
Note that, to show the superiority of T2 fuzzy sets clearly, we have not optimized the SFs of the IT2-FLCs. We have set and fixed them to the optimal values found for its type-1 counterpart.
The resulting optimal parameters according to their parts are tabulated in Table II . Moreover, we have also provided the training scenarios with their landing time for comparison in Table III . The system responses for Scenario Number 1 and 4 are illustrated in Fig.3a and Fig.3b, respectively . Firstly, it can be clearly seen that all three controller structures resulted with successful landings as their crash count is equal to zero. For Scenario Number 3 , the IT2-FLC structure decreased the Landing Time value about 41% and 3% (increased the convergence speed to dock) while it also reduced the total fitness value about 30% and 16% in comparison to the PD and T1-FLC structures, respectively. It should be noted that the performances of the T1 and IT2 fuzzy moon landing systems are quite similar. That lies because the design of the IT2-FLC has been accomplished as an extension of its T1 counterpart. Moreover, this also coincides with the results presented in [23] where it has been stated that the IT2-FLCs result in smoother control surfaces in comparison with its T1 counterpart. Thus, the resulting system response might be relatively slower but potentially more robust against uncertainties. Similar comments can be made for the other two reference variations. We have also tested the controllers for a different initialization of the spaceship (35,20) to investigate how they will cope with uncertainty and different operating regions. The resulting performance values are also tabulated in testing part of Table III . The system responses for Scenario Number 5 and 7 are illustrated in Fig.3c and Fig.3d , respectively. It can clearly observe that the T2 fuzzy moon landing system was able to pilot the spaceship to the dock without a crash for all scenarios while its T1 and conventional counterparts crashed the spaceship in three of them. The PD structure was not able to handle the uncertainty and thus, in the first three testing scenarios, the crash occurred because the 3 rd condition of the successful landing (presented in Section III-A) was violated. The T1 fuzzy structure crashed the spaceship in Scenario Numbers 6 and 7 since it hit/touched the terrain. The last crash of the T1-FLC structure occurred due to the fact the required angle condition for a successful landing could not be satisfied as it resulted with oscillating system response. The presented results clearly show that the proposed T2 fuzzy moon landing system is capable of handling uncertainties and various operating points in comparison with its T1 and conventional counterparts successfully.
B. Game Performance Evaluation
In this subsection, we will examine the performance of the controllers on the game logic. As the nature of the game environment, the randomization phase of the game can create various unique terrains, starting points, and landing points. Therefore, here we will use the successful landing criteria for the comparison. Thus, we have employed 200 times each controller structure to game where starting point ( , ) , landing point ( , ) and also terrain characteristics are randomly generated by the game. The success rates of the controllers are given in Table IV . It can be concluded that the game performance of the IT2-FLC structure, with respect to game logic, is better than its T1 and conventional parts by almost 14% and 22.5%, respectively. 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, we presented a novel T2 fuzzy moon landing system to solve landing problem in the lunar lander game. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first deployment of the widely used T2 fuzzy control structure to this game. The proposed IT2-FLC structure is composed of the error signal generator and the IT2-FLC structure which gave the opportunity to transform the moon landing problem of the spaceship as a multivariable tracking control problem. The landing problem of the game is one of the classical position control problems including several uncertainties depending on the randomization process on the game environment. Thus, by employing T2 fuzzy logic and PSO, we have shown that the resulting T2 fuzzy moon landing system resulted with an adequate control and game performance in the presence of the uncertainties, disturbances and nonlinear system dynamics. For our future work, we aim to extend the application area of T2 fuzzy logic in real world games.
